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PALAR IN PIECES: AN INFORMAL FRAMEWORK TO
ENCOURAGE MULTIFACETED ENGAGEMENT

J. Rush Leeker, L. MacDonald, S. Roudbari, L. Ruane, M. Palomar

INTRODUCTION PROJECT DESCRIPTION

CORE COMPONENTS
OF PALAR

WHAT IS PALAR?

Palar Process

1 Participatory Research:

Exploring the innovative application of the Participatory Action
Learning and Action Research (PALAR) framework in
engineering education, this research addresses complex
dynamic social issues through multifaceted engagement.

This project spans multiple institutions and disciplines, engaging
undergraduate, graduate, and faculty participants in a collaborative research
effort. Communication challenges are addressed through structured yet
flexible interactions fostered by PALAR.

What happend?
How do you feel?
What went well?
What didn't go well?

ACT

REFLECTLEARN

PLAN

Why did we have
succes?
Why didn't it go so
well?

What do we need to
do now?
How will we do that -
What are the steps? 

Take an Action
Carry out plans

Facilitates deeper engagement and investment by involving participants
directly in the research process, enhancing the overall quality and
applicability of findings.

PALAR combines participatory action, action learning, and action
research into a cohesive framework initially developed by Ortrun
Zuber-Skerritt in 2011 for community projects. It aims to facilitate
comprehensive, dynamic engagement.

2 Action Learning (AL):
Centers on a 'learning by doing' approach where actions are taken first,
followed by reflection. This cycle enhances problem-solving skills and
practical application in real-world settings.

Each PALAR component was adapted to fit the engineering
context, focusing on structured yet adaptable processes suitable
for complex educational environments.

The application of PALAR resulted in enhanced communication
skills, increased personal agency among participants, and improved
collaborative outcomes. These successes demonstrate PALAR's
effectiveness in engineering education."

PALAR is a valuable framework for engineering education, offering
necessary structure while accommodating the flexibility required to
address real-world complexities and foster innovative solutions.
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3 Action Research (AR):
Involves a systematic process of acting, observing, reflecting, and re-
evaluating, which promotes continuous improvement and transformative
social change.
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